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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the results of modeling the water wave surface and underwater light field as influenced by water 
waves using a Monte Carlo model (MCHSIM). Model and sensor data related to water column properties and benthic 
properties that influence the light upwelled from below the water - as observed from a sensor looking from below or
above the water surface is presented. Synthetic image results using Monte Carlo techniques show the influence of water 
waves upon subsurface shape factors and these factors can be used in shallow water remote sensing algorithms that are 
based on underlying analytical models. The upwelling angular distribution of light is calculated from the model and 
results shown for 490 nm. The upwelling and downwelling shape factors are shown from model runs which compare the 
results with solar zenith angle for nadir viewing geometry, and for realistic water surface wave facets. It is clearly shown 
that shape factors are strongly dependent upon not only viewing geometry and zenith angle of the sun, but also upon 
water waves that can focus and defocus radiance entering a wind roughened water column and influence the shape 
factors due to the scattering lobe effect. This paper presents results quantifying the magnitude of water effects upon the 
upwelling and downwelling shape factors in a systematic and quantifiable manner at 490 nm and demonstrates the utility
of the model to assess the influence of water waves in a full 3-D Monte Carlo hyperspectral synthetic image cube model 
that accounts for adjacency effects.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Hyperspectral radiative transfer modeling using both analytical as well as Monte Carlo modeling techniques are useful 
tools to develop first order estimates of water column optical properties as well as helping to develop airborne and 
satellite remote sensing algorithms. For example Aas1 discusses deep water solutions to the two-flow equations (without 
water wave surface effects) to infer the irradiance reflectance directly. Other researchers such as Mobley, Gentilli, 
Gordon, Jin, Kattawar and Morel2 utilize full solutions to the radiative transfer problem and provide useful results. Yet 
these models do not explicitly model the full water wave facet field on the effects of the downwelling and upwelling 
irradiance or radiance light fields. The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the results of Monte Carlo model3, 4, 5 than 
was modified to incorporate modeling the underwater light field to specifically include the influence of the water wave 
facet (at ~1 cm length scales) field. In addition, the improved Monte Carlo model accounts for “adjacency affects”
between pixels in the simulation of the underwater light field in order to account for photons scattered into adjacent 
water parcels. The Monte Carlo model also allows for optically shallow water as well as optically deep water 
simulations, variable bottom slope, variable bottom reflectance as well as variable spectrally dependent inherent and 
apparent properties. The output of the model includes hyperspectral radiance and irradiances in the downward and 
upwards directions.  In essence, the model allows the computation of the radiative transfer model within water column 
layers of any depth interval. The model couples the modeling of the wave field facets from spectral wave models6 in 
order to generate above and below surface synthetic images. These images can be compared to airborne, satellite as well 
as traditional photogrammetric images7 for assessing properties such as the influence of sunglint in airborne and satellite 
imagery. The modeling approach, which has been verified with other existing models, also allows the creation of 
subsurface synthetic images useful to study underwater target recognition. 
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Monte Carlo Model’s (MCHSIM) 8 Conceptual Procedures

Step 1: Generation of  the photon from a random number and interaction with a wave facet

Step 2: Define the photon optical path using a random number for photons at the facet

A. For interaction of  photon downwelling at the water surface wave facet using BRDF

B. For interaction of  photons passing below  or upwelling  through a water surface

wave facet using BRDF

Step 3: Record the photon’s 3D location within the water column and image domain

Step 4: Tabulation and final sampling of  photon locations for conversion to meaningful 
radiometric quantities

Step 5: Calculation and processing of  the event probabilities between successive photons.

Step 6: Repeat process for each pixel in the image domain

Step 7: Perform Adjacent Pixel Iteration to determine photon fate within the 3-D image space.

Step 8: Create Hyperspectral Image Cube for Image and Optical Parameter Analysis/Inversion

simultaneously

1.1 Background

A series of Monte Carlo model runs were conducted in order to demonstrate the influence of water wave facets of ~ 1 cm 
scale and up to the gravity wave scale, upon the underwater shape factors1. The model referenced above was originally 
developed in our laboratory and first reported by Bostater, Gimond and Campbell8 to demonstrate the model’s capability 
to reproduce the hinge point using simulated hyperspectral signatures. About the same time, Bostater, and Gimond8 in 
an unpublished manuscript9 showed the model’s ability to reproduced hyperspectral signatures was varying water 
constituent concentrations. Following this work, investigators in our laboratory began using the model to generate 
synthetic imagery from by running the model on the Florid Tech’s NSF funded Beowulf cluster3 and compared the 
model to analytical models of the two flow model results4, 5 without and with10 out the inclusion of the shape factors11 for 
shallow waters . After Gimond finished his doctoral work at FIT, he used the model to publish additional model results
on shape factors12. Since our recent work in parallelization of the model3, we have continued development so it can run 
on a grid computing13 environment as well as removing several previous limitations of model in order to realistically 
model the bidirectional reflection17,18 due water wave facets14 and demonstration of the modified two-flow model 
analytical solutions that include shape factors15. Some important results of our most recent improvements to the model 
are described below.

2. METHODS 
2.1 Monte Carlo Modeling Approach

Figure 1 presents the modeling approach utilized in the Monte Carlo Model – MCHSIM that generates hyperspectral 
synthetic image cubes of combined water wave surface field and water column influenced by different shallow bottom 
types.  The model is essentially the latest improvements of our previous model work discussed above, with the following 
improvements listed in Table 1. 

Figure 1. Conceptual overview of the Monte Carlo Hyperspectral Synthetic Image Model (MCHSIM)3,4,5,8,9,10,13,14. The model utilizes 
a Monte-Carlo approach to generate water surface facets using any given surface water wave spectrum, as well as modeling the water 
column fate of photons entering a water column at each pixel in an image domain or simulated hyperspectral scene. Photons scattered
out of each pixel’s water column layer, is accounted for and an iteration procedure models the fate of these scattered photons to insure 
energy conservation due to the adjacency effect of photons scattered from one pixel and layer to another pixel and layer.

Monte Carlo Model’s (MCHSIM) 8 Conceptual Procedures

Step 1: Generation of  the photon from a random number and interaction with a wave facet

Step 2: Define the photon optical path using a random number for photons at the facet

A. For interaction of  photon downwelling at the water surface wave facet using BRDF

B. For interaction of  photons passing below  or upwelling  through a water surface

wave facet using BRDF

Step 3: Record the photon’s 3D location within the water column and image domain

Step 4: Tabulation and final sampling of  photon locations for conversion to meaningful 
radiometric quantities

Step 5: Calculation and processing of  the event probabilities between successive photons.

Step 6: Repeat process for each pixel in the image domain

Step 7: Perform Adjacent Pixel Iteration to determine photon fate within the 3-D image space.

Step 8: Create Hyperspectral Image Cube for Image and Optical Parameter Analysis/Inversion

simultaneously
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Table 1 below shows a comparison of the current version of the MCHSIM model to our previous version as well as to 
models previously reported in the literature. Note that the methods employed in this model include the unique capability 
to simulate realistic (a) water waves using water surface wave spectral models, (b) spectral variation of the water bottom 

Table 1. Comparison of the latest version of MCHSIM showing newly developed capabilities for simulating hyperspectral image 
cubes. Note the new model results from the latest version of the model are indicated with the checked yes in the appropriate boxes and 
indicate the models that results have been compared to from information in the literature.

reflectance, (c) full 3-D tracking of numerically simulated photons in a 3-D hyperspectral cube which accounts for 
adjacency effects, (d) random or point entrance of photons at the surface of a water column or surface wave facet, (d) 
calculation of the bidirectional reflectance of the photons for both downwelling as well as upwelling photons at the air-
sea interface through the water wave facets, (e) spatial variation in order to simulate pixels within a image domain.  
Although not indicated in table 1, the model allows for a (f) sloping water bottom and (g) utilization of coupling to any
atmosphere model and (g) calculation of the direct or collimated irradiance, (h) the angular radiance distribution of 
upwelling and downwelling light field at any depth or layer, and (i) calculation of the upwelling  and downwelling shape 
factors. Results shown in this from MCHISM utilize the volume scattering functions for selected waters due to Petzold16.
The bi-directional reflectance distribution (BRDF) is calculated for water wave facets using the formulation due to 
Nocodemus17, 18 based upon a finite difference formulation for estimating the wave facets. The wave facets reported in 
this paper were calculated using the Philips6 spectrum modified for shallow waters. The outputs from the model are used 
to directly calculate radiative transfer properties, including terms utilized in the modified two-flow equations applied to 
water formulated without the shape factors18 or more recently, with the analytical solution to the 3 coupled ordinary 
differential equations with shape factors 10, as shown below. The Monte Carlo model thus allows for profiles of direct 
and collimated or direct irradiance to be calculated, as well as the “conversion factors” that account for the scattering of 
direct or collimated irradiance to indirect diffuse irradiance as well as the “Q” factor. Validation of the MCHSIM model 
has been guided by guidance and results published by Mobley and others20, 21 demonstrating the validity not only of 
MCHSIM but the other models published in the literature. The random number generator utilized is a modification by 
the main author of the algorithm publish originally by Wichmann and Hill22 and further modified to run on multiple 
processors in a parallel computing cluster or grid computing environment3, 13.

2.2 Shape Factors in the Modified Two-Flow Equations For Shallow Waters

The shape factors (dimensionless) calculated from the MCHSIM model are used in calculating the shape factors as 
described by Huddleston and Bostater10 for shallow waters and used in their full analytical models. The solutions come 
from the ordinary differential equations given by:
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coefficient, upwelling diffuse absorption coefficient, downwelling diffuse backscattering coefficient, and upwelling 
diffuse backscattering coefficient respectively. The downwelling and upwelling shape factors, rd and ru, are the 
normalized contributions to the downwelling or upwelling radiance backscatter coefficient from the forward scattering 
lobe of the hydrosol volume scattering function.6   To enable solution, consolidation of some of the terms of the the 
above are made, where the quantity  d da b� which is the attenuation of the downwelling diffuse stream of light will be 
called dc and the quantity  u ua b� which is the attenuation of the upwelling diffuse stream of light will be called uc .
The analytical solution to the two-flow equations above, including shape factors and a specular or collimated light 
component, for a homogeneous (non-layered) water body were previously published10 by the authors. We present the 
MCHISM calculations of the shape factors for shallow wind driven waters utilizing a realistic water wave surface in the 
following section. 

3. RESULTS 
3.1 Observed Sunglint Compared to Simulated Water Wave Results

Figure 1 shows the results from the water surface wave Monte Carlo method for a shallow water wave field. The realistic 
water wave simulation results uses the Philips model with results shown for a peak wave number (k) of just less than 1
m-1 and results in surface water wave height field slopes3,4,5 shown below.

Figure 1. Simulated wave height surface slope field using the MCHSIM synthetic water wave modeling technique1, 2, 3. Synthetic
image water surface simulations were based on layered 1 cm scale pixels and wave facets in shallow water, used for creating a 3-D
water column hyperspectral image cube with the influence of capillary and surface gravity waves The simulation above is for a 
(512*512) image domain, wave height surface slope in (left) x-direction) and (right) y-direction) generated using the Phillips6 wave 
spectrum and the IFFT methodology1,2,3,14. Wind speed is 10 m/s and wind direction from the North. The maximum wavelength is 10 
meters and the minimum is 1.73 cm in order to simulate capillary wave facet slopes.
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3.2 Calculated Angular Distribution of Upwelling Radiance 

The upwelling radiance distribution at 490nm for a 100 m water column and clear shallow waters with a bottom 
reflectance of 0.8 at 490 nm is shown below and follows the idealized form that approaches a Gaussian type distribution 
as reported by measurements made in the field in clear natural water types.

Figure 2.  MCHISM modeled below water upwelling angular radiance distribution as a function of depth showing the asymptotic
distribution just above 5 m for an 100 m deep water simulation and bottom reflectance of 0.8 at 490 nm. The simulation utilized 
1,000,000 photons, sun angles of 5º azimuth and zenith angles, and nadir viewing geometry for a radiance sensor above below the 
water surface or 0 º zenith and azimuth). Note the slight shift in maximum radiance changes with depth towards the vertical (not the 
sun) as deeper water photons are sampled from the model as expected from published measurements. This result is for flat surface 
water conditions.

The above results, as well as the shape factors shown below, are representative of a clear water simulation. The 490 nm 
region is presented since this spectral region of the downwelling light field penetrates a water column to deeper depths 
due to the molecular structure of the water molecule.

3.3 Upwelling and Downwelling Shape Factors

Comprehensive assessments of the shape factors, by default, needs to consider several factors that to date have not been 
addressed. These include the scattering to absorption ratio, solar zenith of the sun or illumination angle, the influence of 
water surface wave facets, as well as the Q factor effect which is also dependent upon the water column layer 
constituents, water depth and shallow water bottom reflectance effects as well as wavelength dependence, and particle 
type and size (organic/ inorganic).
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Figure 3. Monte Carlo based results of the upwelling and downwelling shape factors for use in analytical remote sensing models10 for 
use in shallow water remote sensing. Shape factors shown in (a) and (b) demonstrate the effect of solar zenith angle and the lower 
graphs show the independent effect of water wave facet slopes. Simulations shown in (a) and (b) were for solar zenith angles of 0, 20, 
45 and 60 degrees. The water surface wave facet simulations were for 30 degree sung angle and flat surface, and then 11.5, 22.5 and 
45 degree wave facets as indicated. These simulations were based upon Peztold’s16 scattering phase function (station 2040 in San 
Diego Harbor) with a scattering to absorption ratio (s/a) of 5 at 490 nm, and 1 cm surface wave facet effects. The magnitude of the 
zenith angle and wave facet effects is multiplicative. The results above are independent simulations of the two factors.

For use of shallow water applications of the modified two-flow analytical solutions by Huddleston and Bostater10, a
series of model simulations were run that not only verified this modified Monte Carlo model with our earlier model used 
by Gimond12, but specifically shows the influence upon solar viewing angle in Figure 3 (a) for the upwelling shape 
factor and (b) for the downwelling shape factor. These results are quite important to consider in remote sensing models 
that utilize semi-analytical or analytical remote sensing models and demonstrate the values of absorption and backscatter 
coefficients (and their associated specific coefficients for constituents) need to be developed by utilization of model 
derived shape values that represented the conditions under which ground based measurements are made as well as water 
wave facet effects as demonstrated in Figure 3 (lower graphs). 

We show here only the independent results of changing either the solar zenith or wave facet, but these two factors can 
be multiplicative. The results in Figure 3 also demonstrate that in shallow coastal and estuarine remote sensing 
applications, remote sensing models and algorithms that neglect the influence of the water wave facet effects, will yield 
errors in resulting detection and mapping of bottom features, as well as in estimation of water quality related 
constituents. This is due to the fact that the factors are inherent in the estimation of the absorption and backscatter 
coefficients shown in equations 1, 2 and 3 above10.
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4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this paper has been to report on the development, as well of improvements to the Monte Carlo model 
previously developed3, 4,5,8,9,13,14 and to demonstrate the model’s utility to estimate important parameters for the use of the 
modified two-flow equations5,15 for use in analytical modeling of the underwater light field in optically shallow waters. 
The MCHSIM model results demonstrate the ability to calculate the angular radiance distribution for the upwelling light 
field as a function of depth. Results compare favorably with published literature. Model results demonstrate the model’s 
ability to simulate capillary and surface gravity wave facets with ~1 cm..

The imagery shown prepares us to now design instrumentation for actual water wave spectral instrumental development 
designed specifically for use in shallow waters (3 meters or less). Such buoy instruments do not exist today. These 
instruments are needed for assessing shallow water wave fields in lagoon systems as well for shallow water coral reef 
environments for associated remote sensing in these water regions. Such water wave buoys and moored sensors for 
measuring water wave spectra only exist for deep water aquatic regions.

The results presented demonstrate that the effect of the water wave field on the shape factors are equal to, if not greater 
than the effect of sun angle or sensor viewing angle effects. Previous results have not taken into consideration the effects 
of water waves, and the information provided represents advancement to our scientific understanding of these effects for 
analytical models of the underwater light field15 and for developing remote sensing model inversions that are analytical 
instead of semi-analytical approximations.

The MCHSIM model produces “simulated hyperspectral image cubes” and provides the only know “synthetic 
signature” model that incorporates the effects of wind waves, water column constituents and bottom reflectance in a 
fully 3-D framework in order to account for energy conservation by accurately modeling the adjacency scattering 
effects. The model is being used to assess sunglint characteristics and spectra compared to actual airborne data as 
presented in a companion paper7.
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